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Introduction
Hunwick Engineering Ltd which trades as Transporter is situated in 300 acres of disused airfield, 
at the edge of the picturesque village of Gosfield, on the north Essex border where it has been 
building Car Transporters since 1992 but can chase its lineage back to 1911.
 
Transporter has built a reputation on delivering quality British built products and currently employs 
over 140 staff on the Gosfield site. With a supplier base of over 420 companies where 99% of those 
are located in the UK, many within Essex and surrounding counties.

The company is family owned and part of the Park Hall Group of companies which is run by the 
Ripper Family, this includes Ripper Farms and Transporter Sales and Hire.

Transporter prides itself on being run on Green Energy alongside other green credentials.
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History
From humble beginnings, Hunwick Engineering LTD trading as Transporter has moved with the 
times and continues to strive to be innovative and lead the way in its current market. 

During the companies journey to the present day Transporter through its acquisitions can chase its 
lineage back to 1911 on the Hunwick branch and pre 1960 on the Transporter branch both coming 
together in a merger in 2010, Both companies have occupied a number of local sites over the years 
from Danbury, Braintree, Including Kings Road in Halstead (noted in the picture as Harrison Works) 
and now resides on the Old Airfield Gosfield where many of the workshops have been purpose built 
and ECO friendly.

Both branches of the company have in their time been at the forefront of technology and innovative 
products from torpedo trollies to help the war effort in WWII, mechanical Elephants in the 50’s 
and multi vehicle transporters in the 60’s to name just a few. 1992 saw the start of a new era…..
the Transporter Brand was born, currently in its 8th Evolution, the product continues to please 
customers and the industry alike.
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Our Site
Transporter is based on the “Old Airfield” Gosfield, once home to 365th Fighter Group or “The Hell 
Hawks”. Work began on the construction of the Airfield (Station 154) in August of 1942. Built by 
the 816th Engineer Battalion, US Army and was taken over by the Hell Hawks on the morning of 
December the 23rd 1943. During WWII Gosfield Station 154 was home to some 1800 servicemen.
 
During 2014 the 365 FG Veteran Association visited Gosfield and in memory of those brave 
servicemen a memorial plaque was erected at the entrance to the airfield.
 
During the mid-1990’s the Park Hall Group Planted nearly 200 acres of woodland that it solely 
maintains to this day, encouraging wild life to establish itself on the airfield.
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Green Credentials

Transporter is powered by clean renewable energy generated 
from 44976 individual solar panels and 250 contented sheep.

At Transporter we pride ourselves on our Green Credentials, some key features we employ are:
 
l The factory is powered by a 50 acre solar farm delivering clean renewable electricity from  
 44976 individual solar panels providing up to 11.47 MWp per annum saving 165000   
 tonnes of CO2 over a 25 year lifetime.
l Rainwater harvesting and reuse in the factory ablutions.
l Interceptors for contaminates installed in the drainage system.
l State of the art motion sensitive exterior lighting.
l Used cans crushed and recycled.
l Steel and Aluminium offcut recycling.
l New bulk paint delivery system reducing CO2 usage by mixing paint at the gun on   
 application. 
l Progressive change to LED lighting not only in our building but in our products also.
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Our Products
We currently offer three core product ranges to our customers -

 EVO Range  | Voyager Range | Urban Rigid Range

All vehicles are manufactured to our customer’s specifications and industry standards to ensure 
customer satisfaction.

We are constantly working in conjunction with our customers and major car manufacturers alike to 
test load and develop our products so that we may offer the best affordable vehicle for the UK Car 
Transporting Industry.

Our vehicles have been tested and approved by the Vehicle Certifications Agency and meet all 
current UK and EU legislation, alongside this we have close ties with all the truck Manufacturers 
such as Volvo, Scania, Mercedes Benz, DAF, MAN, Iveco. 



Transporting Britain with 
Engineering Excellence.
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EVO Range

Transporter are able to offer the EVO8 as a bespoke build to our customers to suit 
the needs of their operation in the 21st Century, while capturing and representing 

the core values are synonymous with what Transporter stands for.

New for 2016, the EVO8 is the latest in the evolution of the plus 11 flagship vehicle carrier from 
Transporter. Now in its eighth generation, the EVO8 has been developed with tomorrow’s cars in 
mind by offering a solution to ever growing vehicle sizes today.
 
Designed in partnership with our key customers, this model continues to improve loading clearances 
throughout. 
 
The EVO8 offers the flexibility  the UK Car Transport industry demands – whether you are carrying 
cars, 4x4’s or commercial vehicles – combined with the strength, longevity and quality the industry 
has come to expect from Transporter. 

With many different options available from fuel saving technology, vehicle loading and tie-down 
solutions. 
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Voyager Range
Providing a solution to those dedicated trunking operations since its initial launch in 2012, 
Transporter has supplied the VOYAGER semi-trailer to operators across the UK and Ireland. 
 
Available in several different configurations with a capacity to carry up to 9 car loads, the VOYAGER 
semi-trailer is able to offer an extensive range of solutions across the UK Transport network. 

Derived from the successful and widely used EVO trailer, the VOYAGER semi-trailer is simple to use 
and offers the maximum available space to achieve a wide and varied load capacity. 

Now in its second Generation since its launch in 2012, the VOYAGER semi-trailer 
is considered by many in the industry to be the ideal car carrier to fill the gap 
between the dedicated urban delivery vehicle and the largest 12 car carriers.
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Urban Rigid

At Transporter we pride ourselves on our focus and attention to detail being 
evident across all our other products, and have continued that process into the 
range of rigid vehicles that are available. By consulting with our customers and 

dedicated operators in this market, we have included new design ideas to ensure 
longevity on our rigid product range.

Transporter are proud to showcase the 5 CAR Urban Rigid vehicle carrier, new for 2016. 
 
Continuing on from the theme across the range of vehicles Transporter offer, this new rigid vehicle 
incorporates all of the latest technology and design improvements that have been introduced in 
recent times. 
 
Available as a standard 5 CAR carrier and in partnership with all truck manufacturers, by utilising 
our deck and ramp expertise we can also provide 6, 7 and 8 car variants as well as bespoke salvage 
vehicles to suit every operation in this sector. 
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Hire Fleet
Transporter Sales & Hire Ltd (TSHL) have been in existence since October 2010.  Based at the Hunwick 
Transporter Ltd manufacturing site (part of the family business) TSHL are an independent company 
selling used vehicles, and offering for hire both new and used vehicles to the car transporter industry. 
 
TSHL specialise in Transporter Plus 11 rigid and drawbar models manufactured at the production 
plant in Gosfield. These transporters are hired/sold to major car manufacturers and haulage/
transportation companies. TSHL does have its own website for promoting and selling vehicles that 
are due disposal. The website is www.transporter-world.com
 

TSHL and Transporter World are the UK’s premier 
source for quality used car transporter equipment.

As part of our long-term strategy, we continue to win New Customers and ensure 
we always keep up with the latest Trends and Changes Within our industry.  
The main areas of planned expansion are to build up the hire side of the business, 
together with Second hand sales, eg Contracts with major users of transporters.
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The Future
As a group we are extremely proud of our green credentials and our positive impact on the 
environment and society as a whole, our story continues…

Completion of the Anaerobic Digestion Plant to deliver renewable energy even at night along with 
the organic fertiliser it produces that will reduce the fossil fuel fertilisers required on the farms. This 
strengthens our renewable chain from the seeds we grow to the car transporters we produce all 
under our control.

Construction of a new 6 bay sustainable work space.

Build a new state of the art shot blast facility.

Start the relocation and renovation of a WWII Nissan hut to a new home by the entrance of the 
Airfield to be used as a community and memorial museum for the 365th Fighter Group (Hell Hawks)

Continue to raise funds for our current charity (Barts charity)

Strengthen our links with the Colchester Institute supporting their Apprentice program for welders.



The Old Airfield, Gosfield, Halstead, Essex CO9 1SA  
Tel: +44 (0)1787 478490  |  Fax: +44 (0)1787 476047  |  www.hunwick-transporter.com


